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Abstract + A strong regularity condition is given whkh generalizes the notion of a CO 
regular mapping defined by Dyer and Hamstrom. These mapgilrgs are shown to 
of various t> pes with some additional hypo::hrses. Strongly reg~rlax rn$~~~~gs on 
whose poina *nverses are ANR or AR are considered. For examl)le, it is shown 
fibers the m;~p iseither a homeomorphism or the manifold has Sunday whit 
degenerate ;x)int inverses. 
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boundary c?f each fiber ljies in the manifold oundary of the domain. 
artiali generalizations of results obtained by Stephen 
nonexistence of continuous CdkCtitJns of mar\,ifolds in a 
mmif’old. 
mapping p : <?‘, d) + .B of the metric space (TV d) onto B is strongly 
regular (SW) iff for each b G B and E > 0, there is a neighborhood Yv of 
6 E B so that if c E- U then there exist maps f : p-‘(b) -+ p-l(c), 
: p-‘(c) -+ p-‘(b) and h amotopy h : p-‘(c) X [O, 11 + p-‘(c) with 
h(x, 0) = x and h(x, 1) =f((g(x)) for each YE p-‘(c) so that f, g and h 
move no points more than E > 0. 
The maps f. g and h will be referred to as E conneceiorts and f and g 
will be recorded as f : p-‘(b) * p-‘(c) : g. 
t is necessary to exam ine the topology on B. 
If p : (7: d) + B is an SR ma.pping, then B is metriz- 
r b, c E B de:finex e(b, c) = inf {r > 01 there exist Y connec- 
s f: pvel(b) * p-‘(c) : g}. IfB is not connected, or the point in- 
verses of p arcs not compact 5 it may be necess.ary to bound the metric d 
o have e a real valued function, in fact, a metric function for 
CC: B and 6 is a limit point of C then the strong regularity of 
= 0. Inversely, if e(b, C) = 0 the continuity of p 
ence, t,le topology on B is given by ,the metric 
= se ose 
mapping is o 
mapping p is open iff whenever b, -+ b E B t 
p-‘&l --) p-‘(b). 
Since a closed mapping in a metric space has the, property 
ary of each point inverse is co l-+ clt (see [ f 4.1) the next coral 
is almost immediate. 
ary. If p : T+ B is a closed Sk snapping, t en tl-jle non,- 
isolated fibers of pl are compact. If B is perfect, then (i) p is proper iff 
s closed iff (iii) the fibers of p are . cmpact. 
sf, Only the argument showing that (Iin) implies (i) is needed. 
thout loss sf generality assume K c B is compact a {.7:n } is a 
ce in phi(K) for which ( p(x,)} is convergent o b E 
quence (x,} can be moved into p-‘(b) using connections 
gn : p-‘(p(x,)) + p-q&l. ml e compactness of p-‘(@ will yield a co 
vergenit subsequence of {x,) verifying that p-‘(K) is sequentially co 
pact. 
The defimtion of an SR mapping is sufficiently broa 
many Murewicz fiber maps. 
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(an) in C(I, S)!, and {t,} in 1 for which t, -3 t CE 8, and (a,.] converges to 
) (t,)) 2 ie. Since p 
convergent o 
to be the constant path at b E P, the 
continuity of L yields that (L(x,,a,)(t,)) is convergent o 
L(xl, b*)(t) = .x*(t) = x since L is regular. This is a contradictior? 
roposition 2. I suppose b E B and E > 0 are given. 
0btain 6, > 0 from the lemma and choose 6 < 6 l so that if e(b, c) < 6 
then there exists a E C(I, B)r with a(O) = b, a( I) = c and e(b, a(t)) < 6,) 
‘IfE E .q efine -$ E connections f : p- ’ (b) * p-- 1 (c) : g as follows. Let 
j*(x) == L(x, a)(1 j and g(y) == L(y, a-‘)( 1) where a-‘(t) = a( 1 -t), 
x E p-‘(b) and ~1 E p-‘(c). The homotopy H defined here is a 5~ map. 
LetH:p-‘(c)X [O,‘l]+Tbegivenby 
uy, u-l Kw if 05 654 
H(y, t) = 
* Ug(y),a)W- 0) if +<rg. 
o push this homotopy into p-‘(c), define paths a, E C(I, B) by 
a,(t) = ti(( P --s)t+s) fog= 0 .S s <, 1. Define the required E homotopy 
connectioq h : p-‘(c) X [0, l] -+ p-“(c) by 
f 
L(H(y, t)dz~~_~~)( 1) if 0 5 t <, +- 
h (y, 0 = 
if $-261. - 
be paracompact 
Y a metric space 
h S E S ccWple 
en every selection 
f furthermolre very s E S is Cn t 
tion for 4 I A can be extended over 
2. Let X = Z X [O, 1 ] with Z paracompact, and let 
metric space, S a uniformly equi LC” family of closed complete sets i 
I” and $ : X -+ S continuous, all conditions holding for the same 
on Y. Let B C 2 be closed with dim (Z \ B) <, n and let 
A = Z x (0) u X [ 0, 11. Then every selection for t# 1 can be: exte 
to a selection for (I. 
Note that $ : X + S is 1.s.c. if for every open Y C 
(x E X I @(x) IT Y # Q) is open in X. A selection for @ 
f : X.+ V with f(x) E @(x),Vx E X. Finally S is equi 
x E s E S and open neighborhood iv of .x in X, there 
XEUC V,solhatifs’ESandm:ITt--ts’nUisa 
then m is homotopic to a const& mag in s’ n V. 
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ConsidergC o m : Sik + p-‘(6), in fact, gC o m : .Sk + ‘N(d, S+8, ,x) n 
p-+@(x) c N(d&::) n p-!@(x)). 
ba : ik x [S, t] + N(d&,x) np-“( 
us there is a homotopy 
h(z, 0) = g, 0 m(z) and 
z,l)=J; forsome.yE 1 z E Sk. The final homotopy 
: Sk X !@,I ] + p-‘(c) is defined by 
h,(m(z), 2t) if O<t<_f and z eSk 
H(z, t) = 
f,(h(z,2t--1)) if ic=t< f and zCCk. _- - 
The choice of 6 > 0 insures that II’ : Sk X [O, I ] + V. 
2. osition. If Z is a connected metric space with dim 2: <_ PZ 
and rr) : T-p B is a dosed SR mapping with LC” point inverses then g 
has the covering homotopy roperty with respect to Z. 
roof. Let h : Z x [O, 1 I; -+ B be a homotopy with 2 as in the hypo- 
thesis and suppose g : Z --p 7’ is a map for which p 0 g(z) = h(z. O),tr’z E 2. 
bJow if the range ot’k is a singleton set in 43 a lifting of h exists trivially. 
Therefore suppose the range of h is nondegenerate and form the pull- 
back of h. By Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 1.5 the pullback of h is a 
proper SR mapping with range 2 X [ 0, I]. Letting p* : h*(T) --) 2 X [Q, 11 
be the pullback of h, the map g induces a map g” : Z X (0) + h*(T) for 
which p* o g*(z, 0:) = (z, 0). To finish the proof it suffices to show that 
a section for p* exists extendingg”. Apply Theorem M2 with Y = h”(n, 
s={p"-'(z,t)I(z,t)EZX [O, l])and#:ZX [O, l]+Sdefinedby 
$(z, t) = p*-‘(2, t). c orollaries 1.3, 1.5 and rsmarks in [ 1 O] insure thrit 
tht: hypotheses are satisfied. 
ddis, A strong re 
P wo sets oE sufficient conditions will be given which insure t 
is a local seciiori through each paint of a fiber of a.9 S mapping varyin:g 
continuously with the point. The ulti ate golal is to exhibit a fiber 
structure on these mappin oving on the hypotheses of 
Proposition 2.6. 
Let p be a cl’osed SR mapping. If k + I = 
X B I b E B) and the fibers of p are IX? then given 
b E B, there exists a ighborhood U qf b in B and a snap 
F : U x p-‘(b) + p- satisfying (i) pF<cd,, X) = 21 and (ii) F’( b, X) =: x 
\dta~ U,VxEp-l(b) 
roof. Define @ : l3 x p-l(b) + {.p-‘(b)l b E B} by @(c, x) L= p-‘(c).). 
.A = {b} X p‘-‘(b) theng : ,4 by g(k), x) = x is a selection 
for $I. Theorem 1 applies to give the require:! extension of if. 
with another improvement in the connectivity requirement. 
be an SR mapping and let Z be a ilnone 
technical lemma is neefle 
and E % 0 s,o that: n&/K) X {t} C V X (t-e, 5-h) = IW and h(W) C U. But 
then l(m, t) is a member of (A:, T/j X (f-e, WE), an open set in 
$ X [ 0, 1 ] mapped intcz MT, U’:> by &. Thus (an, t) is an interior 
oint of h--I( LY, LO). ‘his suffices to s’ho~ that h is continuous. 
ell known that if T is a metric space then the compact open 
on C(Z, T) is actually the t3 oloigy of uniform convergence 
act sets. Consequently if Z is a locally compact, second count- 
pace, C(Z, Tj is metrizable by a metric o given as a countable 
ore precisely, let {K, 9 K2 , . .., Kn, ,-. . } be a 
compact subsets of Z whose interiors are a basis fior Z. Define 
sup {&72(z), m z)) I z E Ii&}} and ob::erve that 
is i3 metric for C(Z, a) an 
.F. 
then there exists a n@k~rhood U o 
F : U X p-‘(b) + p3.u) satisfying 
0 i c, x) = c for each c E U, 
<:ach x E p-“(b) 
Q+(b). p--‘(c)) is 
complete fiberwise, a. 
b E B and a mapping 
on p-“(b) and 9(c) = c for r:very c E 
F : u x p-‘(b) + p-y 
mapping. 
: TXJ’+ TandanoyensetOc:B,bf 
Qx E r, 
VXEX\K 
‘X I+ (p-‘(c){ c E IU by @(x, t) =p"'(p(x)). Set 
X I U D and define a selectihsn g for #, g : At + T 
l 
x ifxE X\V 
g(=K 0 = 
h(& f) 
1 applies to give an extension !2’ of g to a neig 
I. Since p--'(b) is compact there is a neighbor 
hich P-~(O,) X P c W. The fact that B is nor 
existence of 8 map u : B 4so that u(x)=Oifx~2QO 
contains 3 neighborhood 0 of b E B. Define the required extension of 
Y : TXI-, Tso that 
i 
x if p(x) $0, 
h’(x, t) = 
h’(. -9 dpcw) if p(x)E 0,. 
f pl : T + B is a mapping, define m = dim r, y1 t- 1 = dim B and 
sup{dimp-l(c) X B I c E B). These notations will be observed, 
ricg k, m and II are finite integers, without *further corn 
he hypotheses also guarantee that there is Ii map whit 
l:fined on U :X p-‘(b), say, 
-+ p-“(v) satisfying (i) pF’(c, x) = c and (ii) F(b, x) =x, 
be a closed neighborhood of b E B wi.t 
) w P-““b) x I-, Tby 
1 
x if t=4 or .xEP_‘(b) 
,P(K 0 = 
mw, We if t=L 
Apply Lemma 4.1 with * = T and obtain a neigh 30rhood 0 c C of 6 
and a map G : p-‘(C) X -+ T Wisfying (iI1 j9CiXi ir) = p(x) a 
(ii) G(x, t) = ,0(x, t), Vt E 1, Vx E p-“(U). 
Now let h : Z X I+ 0 and f : Z -3 T be maps :on which pf(z) = h(z, 0). 
Deftne the required map H : a X [-I, I ] --9 Thy 
It shoAd be noted that the existence elf connections which vary cc 
tinucusly with the fiber has I1ee.n shown. Thes,e connections are provi 
by appropriately restricting r and F, and then G to obtain the ho 
connection. In fact, recalling the definition of’ a j regular mapping as a 
open mapping whose point inv Ci collection, a 
relation between regular and S 
inuoU~ collection of compact 
collection which is strongly regular. ith this tie: to strong regularity the 
tion above can be restated for SR co1Eestion.s of A 
ers to this #second question are provided. 
represent a connected metric pn manifold with or without 
undary . 
m + B be an SR mapping fibereid 
either p is a homeornorphism or 
f p meets aM". 
hat p is an SR mapping fibered by compact 
’ I 
ssume there is some b E B for which 
f*,‘\ / ’ ig, / 
\ 
e There is no strorgly regular collection o 
iing an open subset of %he in 
The proofs of reposition 5.1 and Corollary 5 2 s 
results are valid for S mappinEs fibered by cornpac 
mappings to themselves homoto ic to %he identity 
onto. This observa%ion leads to a descri 
folds fibered by manifolds. 
is locally unstable at a 
? 
Compact manifolds wit 
common examples of this 
: T-9 T defined by t(x) = H(x, I ) is a map for which 
. Let p : &yl + B be an SK mapping fibered by compact 
nifolds with boundary. Then NIP is nolt empty and the manifold 
ary of each fiber is a subset of &I4”. 
It suffices to apply Proposition 5.4 noting that a manifold is 
y unstable at a point jff the point is in the manifold boundary. 
here is no strongly regulalr collection of compact mak 
oundary filling an open subset in the interior of a manifold. 
is last result is a weak form of the theorem obtained by 
tinuous collections of manifolds (see [ 71). 
ese resuJts hold in some form for continuous collections 
en ;ubset of a manifol 
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